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Compact Representation and Efficient Generation
of s-Expanded Symbolic Network Functions for

Computer-Aided Analog Circuit Design
C.-J. Richard Shi, Senior Member, IEEE,and Xiang-Dong Tan, Member, IEEE

Abstract—A graph-based approach is presented for the gener-
ation of exact symbolic network functions in the form of rational
polynomials of the complex frequency variable for analog inte-
grated circuits. The approach employs determinant decision di-
agrams (DDDs) to represent the determinant of a circuit matrix
and its cofactors. A notion ofmultiroot DDDs is introduced, where
each root represents a symbolic expression for an individual co-
efficient of the powers of in the numerator and denominator of
a network function, and multiple roots share their common sub-
graphs. A DDD-based algorithm is presented for generating -ex-
panded network functions. We prove theoretically and validate ex-
perimentally that the algorithm constructs in ( DDD ) time
an -expanded DDD with no more than DDD vertices, where

is the degree of the denominator polynomial, is the maximum
number of devices that connect to a circuit node, andDDD is
the number of DDD vertices representing the circuit-matrix deter-
minant. For a practical circuit, DDD is often many orders-of-
magnitude less than the number of product terms. In contrast,
previous approaches require the time and space complexities pro-
portional to the number of product terms, which grows exponen-
tially with the size of a circuit. Experimental results have demon-
strated that the new approach can produce exact-expanded-sym-
bolic network functions for A741 operational amplifiers in sev-
eral CPU seconds on an UltraSparc-I workstation. The expres-
sive power of multiroot -expanded DDDs is so remarkable that
in one instance, over 1035 symbolic product terms have been rep-
resented by a multiroot DDD with less than 17 K vertices. The
compactness of DDDs is further demonstrated in the context of
symbolic noise evaluation, where potentially many transfer func-
tions, each being used for a noise source in the circuit, can be rep-
resented by a single DDD with the size comparable to that for a
few transfer functions. This provides a powerful tool for solving
many symbolic analysis problems such as deriving interpretable
symbolic expressions, dominant pole/zero estimation, and analog
testability analysis. We have also demonstrated that repetitive nu-
merical evaluation with the derived -expanded symbolic expres-
sions for frequency-domain simulation and small-signal noise anal-
ysis can be much faster than SPICE-like simulators and the re-
sulting expressions for a circuit block can be used as behavioral
models for high-level simulation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

I N THIS PAPER, we consider the problem of automatic gen-
eration of symbolic network functions for analog integrated

circuits. The particular form of network functions we are inter-
ested in is rational polynomials in the complex frequency vari-
able , or simply -expanded, written as

(1)

where and are the numerator polynomial and
the denominator polynomial, respectively, and coefficients

and are symbolic func-
tions in terms of symbolic circuit parameters
and do not contain the complex frequency variable.

Network functions characterize the small-signal behavior of
analog integrated circuits. Many circuit characteristics such as
gains, input/output impedances, poles/zeros, common-mode re-
jection ratios (CMRRs), power-supply rejection ratio (PSRRs),
and noise figures can be computed from network functions.
Second-order effects such as distortion and nonlinearity can be
estimated based on network functions of linearized circuits. To
fully explore the power of symbolic circuit analysis in helping
designers gain insight into the circuit behavior and in repetitive
numerical evaluation, network functions in the-expanded sym-
bolic form are often required. Several examples are as follows.

1) Deriving interpretable symbolic expressions by approxi-
mation requires the expansion of a network function into
the -expanded form so that symbolic coefficients of
polynomial terms are equally approximated; otherwise,
the resulting expressions may not be reliable [15], [17].

2) For circuits such as operational amplifiers, designers are
interested in the first few dominant poles and zeros. Since
dominant poles and zeros are well separated from other
poles and zeros in a circuit, their expressions can be ap-
proximated as the ratios of the symbolic coefficients of
two consecutive powers of[13], [15].

3) Testability of linear analog circuits can be analyzed sym-
bolically based on the sensitivities of individual coeffi-
cients of power with respect to circuit parameters [7].
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Symbolic testability analysis avoids inevitable round-off
errors introduced in numerical testability analysis [21].

4) Even some large-signal behaviors, e.g., Elmore delay and
other delay metrics for interconnect modeling of digital
very large scale integrated (VLSI) circuits are related to
the coefficients of the first few low-orderterms [9], [28],
[35].

5) -expanded symbolic network functions may be advan-
tageous for repetitive numerical evaluation. For example,
in the extreme case thatis the only symbolic variable,
evaluation of an polynomial for frequency-domain sim-
ulation can be much faster than solving repeatedly a set
of circuit equations.

Despite the importance of-expanded symbolic network
functions, no efficient approaches exist for the automatic
generation of such functions from a given circuit description.
Traditional symbolic analysis techniques, either graph-based
such as the signal-flow graph method [22] and tree enumeration
method [8] or algebra-based such as determinant expansion
[17] and parameter extraction [22] generate the denominators
and numerators of network functions as the sum of complex
product terms, where eachcomplexproduct term is a product
of several polynomials, e.g.,

. Not only may the number of complex product
terms grow exponentially with the size of a circuit, but the
expansion of one complex product into anpolynomial may
lead to an exponential number of-expanded terms, e.g.,

. Therefore, traditional
techniques are only applicable to very small circuits with a few
nodes and devices.

Recently, various simplification schemes have been devel-
oped to find approximate symbolic expressions [13], [14], [17],
[37]; however, it is well known that approximate expressions
may not be adequate for complete circuit characterization such
as symbolic pole-zero derivation and sensitivity computation
[18]. Arbitrarily nested hierarchical expressions or sequences of
expressions can be useful for circuit simulation [20], [32], but
no efficient method exists to convert them into the-expanded
form. The interpolation method [36] can handle the case that
all the circuit parameters are numbers andis the only sym-
bolic variable. In practice, it may suffer from numerical accu-
racy problems.

In this paper, a new approach is presented for the representa-
tion and generation of exact-expanded symbolic network func-
tions for analog integrated circuits. Based on Cramer’s rule for
solving systems of linear equations, the approach describes net-
work functions in terms of the determinant and cofactors of a
circuit matrix. We first exploit a shared multiroot determinant
decision diagram (DDD) [29], [30] to represent the determi-
nant and all the cofactors used to describe a network function,
where each DDD-vertex label is a nonzero matrix entry. Since
each matrix entry is an polynomial under the modified nodal
formulation [36] and is implicitly contained in DDD labels,
the resulting DDD is called acomplex DDD. We then introduce
a generalized notion of DDD to represent-expanded network
functions, where each root in a multiroot DDD represents the
symbolic coefficient of a particular power of and common

subexpressions in the coefficients are shared in this-expanded
DDD. We present an efficient algorithm for constructing the
-expanded DDD from a complex DDD. We prove that the re-

sulting -expanded DDD has less than vertices and
can be constructed in time , where is the degree
of the denominator polynomial of a network function,is the
maximum number of devices that connect to a circuit node, and

is the number of vertices in the complex DDD. For prac-
tical circuits, can be many orders of magnitude less than
the number of complex product terms represented by a DDD. In
an extreme case, for a circuit with an-section ladder structure,

is , where the number of complex product terms is
the th Fibonacci number (exponential in). Therefore, the
proposed approach offers a significant improvement over pre-
vious approaches based on product-term generation.

We have implemented the proposed approach. Experimental
results demonstrate that our program can produce exact-ex-
panded symbolic network functions forA741 operational am-
plifiers in several CPU seconds on an UltraSparc-I workstation.
We show that the use of generated symbolic expressions for
frequency-domain simulation can achieve a significant speedup
over SPICE [25].1 We demonstrate that symbolic expressions
for dominant pole/zeros can be estimated from-expanded net-
work functions.

We further apply DDD-based symbolic analysis to circuit-
noise modeling and simulation. Noise behavior is an important
characteristic of analog circuits, as it usually determines the fun-
damental limit of the circuit or system performance. Numerical
noise analysis for analog circuits in direct current (dc) steady
state can be carried out efficiently by using the adjoint method
[27]. However, for system-level noise simulation, the adjoint
method may not offer adequate efficiency and does not pro-
vide much insight into how noise is affected by circuit param-
eters. We observe that noise analysis amounts to computing a
set of symbolic transfer functions, which share most subexpres-
sions. Therefore, we propose to use a single multiroot DDD to
represent all the symbolic transfer functions required for noise
analysis. Experimental results from real analog circuits show
that the computational cost for obtaining a number of transfer
functions required by noise evaluation is comparable to that for
computing a single transfer function. This leads to an efficient
method of deriving symbolic noise expressions. Furthermore,
we show that for common analog circuit blocks such as opera-
tional amplifiers, the resulting noise expressions can be used as
noise models for higher level noise evaluation.

Some preliminary results of this paper have appeared in [31],
[34]. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: after re-
viewing the concept of DDDs in Section II, we describe in Sec-
tion III how all the symbolic coefficients of the power ofof a
rational polynomial can be elegantly represented by a multi-
root DDD, called an -expanded DDD. An efficient algorithm is
presented in Section IV for deriving the-expanded DDD from
an original complex DDD. Section V describes several appli-
cations of -expanded symbolic network functions. Section VI
describes experimental results and we conclude in Section VII.

1SPICE3f5 from the University of California, Berkeley was used in this paper.
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Fig. 1. Two-port network.

II. PRELIMINARIES—LINEAR(IZED) CIRCUIT ANALYSIS VIA

DDD

Our approach is based on the theory of DDD for linear(ized)
circuit analysis [29], [30]. In this section, we briefly review the
basic DDD concepts used in this work. We assume that the
reader is familiar with the fundamentals of linear algebra [6]
and circuit analysis [36].

A. Linear Circuit Analysis

A linear(ized) analog circuit can be described by a system of
linear equations written in the following matrix form using, for
example, the modified nodal analysis (MNA) approach [36]

(2)

where thecircuit unknown vector may be composed of node
voltages and branch currents and thecircuit matrix is usually
large andsparse.

Network functions characterize how the voltages and/or cur-
rents associated with certain outputs change with certain input
voltages and/or currents. For example, in the case of two-port
networks as shown in Fig. 1, four common network functions
are , , , and .

Network functions can be computed from (2) by applying
Cramer’s rule, which states that theth component of the
unknown vector can be obtained as follows:

(3)

where
determinantof matrix ;

matrix matrix after removing row and
column ;
first-order cofactorof with
respect to element ;
matrix entry at row and column .

If and are single digits, will be simply written as .
For example, consider a simple circuit shown in Fig. 2. Its

system equations can be written as follows:

Fig. 2. Example circuit.

Let us denote this circuit matrix as and represent each matrix
entry by a distinct symbol as follows:

, , ,
, , , and

. Then the input impedance can be written as follows:

(4)

B. DDDs

Note that the denominators and numerators of network func-
tions are composed of the determinant and cofactors of the cir-
cuit matrix . The root of the difficulty faced by traditional tech-
niques for generating symbolic expressions of network func-
tions is that the number of product terms in a matrix determinant,
regardless of whether generated topologically via signal-flow
graphs [22], tree numeration [8], or algebraically via matrix-de-
terminant expansion [17], is inherently exponential in the size
of a matrix. Inspired by the success of binary decision diagrams
(BDDs) for logic synthesis and formal verification [4], we in-
troduced an implicit yet canonical graph representation called
DDDs for the matrix determinants and cofactors [29], [30]. Sim-
ilar to BDDs for Boolean functions, DDDs are capable of repre-
senting the determinants and cofactors resulting from practical
circuit analysis with the number of vertices orders-of-magni-
tude less than that of product terms. Moreover, most symbolic
analysis algorithms can be performed on a DDD with time com-
plexity linear in the size of a DDD (i.e., the number of DDD
vertices).

Formally, a DDD is a signed, rooted, directed acyclic graph
with two terminal vertices, namely, thezero-terminalvertex
and theone-terminalvertex. Each nonterminal vertex is
labeledby a symbol denoted by label and a positive or a
negative sign denoted by sign . It originates two outgoing
edges, calledone-edge(represented by a solid arrowed line in
Fig. 3) andzero-edge(represented by a dotted arrowed line in
Fig. 3) pointing to its two children child and child ,
respectively. Each vertex representsa symbolic expression

expr defined recursively as follows.

1) If is the one-terminal vertex, then expr .
2) If is the zero-terminal vertex, then expr .
3) If is a nonterminal vertex, then expr sign

label child expr child expr

where child expr and child expr represent sym-
bolic expressions represented by the verticeschild and

child , respectively. For example, it can be verified that
Fig. 3 is a DDD representation of .

DDDs were originally introduced to represent symbolic
matrix determinants [29], [30], where each vertex symbol is
a nonzero matrix entry. Vertex with matrix entry as its
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Fig. 3. Example of matrix determinant and its DDD representation.

label label is a graphical representation of the following
expansion of the determinant represented by :

(5)

where
sign ;

child , which is theminor of with
respect to ;

child , which is theremainderof
with respect to .

Matrix can be obtained from matrix by setting entry
to zero. We note that the DDD definition introduced in this

paper can be used to represent symbolic expressions that may
not necessarily correspond to matrix determinants. This obser-
vation is important for the introduction of-expanded DDDs in
Section III.

Given a vertex, aone-pathis a path from the vertex to the
one-terminal. A one-path represents a product of symbols that
are labels of those vertices thatoriginateall the one-edges along
the one-path. For example, in Fig. 3, there exist three one-paths
from the root vertex labeled by, which represent three product
terms: , , and . It can be verified that
the root vertex labeled by represents the sum of these product
terms.

DDDs can be viewed as an extension of Akers’ BDDs for
Boolean functions [1]. What makes the notion of DDD really
useful are the four construction s inspired by the work of Bryant
and Minato: 1)zero-suppression(Minato [23]): eliminate all the
vertices whose one-edges point to the zero-terminal vertex and
use the subgraphs of the zero-edges; 2)uniqueness: each label
will appear no more than once in any one-path of the graph; 3)
ordered(Bryant [3]): for all the one-paths, each label, if appears,
will be in the same fixed order with respect to the other labels in
that path; and 4)shared(Bryant [3]): all equivalent subgraphs
are shared.

To facilitate the enforcement of the four rules above and the
manipulation of a DDD, vertex label label is implemented
in a DDD as an index index [5]. Further, indices are chosen

to be consecutive integer numbers starting from one that satisfy
the following requirement:

index child index

and

index child index (6)

The process of assigning an index to a DDD vertex label is called
vertex ordering. A greedy vertex ordering heuristic that yields
near minimal DDDs for representing the determinants of sparse
matrices was suggested in [29], [30]. For example, the DDD
in Fig. 3 is constructed with an optimal vertex order, , ,

, , , and . Shown near each vertex is its corresponding
integer index.

From Cramer’s rule (3), a network function can be described
in terms of the determinant and some (first-order) cofactors of
a circuit matrix. To represent a network function, we propose
to construct the DDDs for the determinant and cofactors using
the same vertex order with all the common subgraphs shared.
This leads to oneshared DDD with multiple roots, where each
root represents either the determinant or a cofactor of the circuit
matrix. For example, Fig. 3 is actually a shared DDD represen-
tation of and required in (4). Aroot here can
be a vertex with no incoming edges (root in the graph-theoretic
sense) or any vertex that represents a cofactor of interest; they
are marked by new “dangling” edges in the diagram.

We note that DDD vertices are labeled by matrix entries and
each entry is in general an polynomial whose coefficients
may contain symbolic parameters (e.g., ).
Since the complex frequency variableis implicitly contained
in vertex labels, a DDD that represents the determinant and
cofactors of the circuit matrix of a dynamic circuit and uses
nonzero matrix entries as its labels is referred to as acomplex
DDD [31].

III. -EXPANDED SYMBOLIC REPRESENTATION

To motivate our method of deriving-expanded symbolic net-
work functions, we consider how to expand the symbolic ex-
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Fig. 4. s-expanded DDD.

pression in (4) to the-expanded form. We rewrite the circuit
matrix so that each symbolic entry is in the-expanded form

(7)

where

and

Expanding the three product terms, we have

With this, (4) can be rewritten as

(8)

with

Now we are ready to extend the notion of DDD to represent
-expanded symbolic network functions. Let and de-

note, respectively, the symbolic expressions of the coefficients
of power in the numerator and denominator of a rational poly-
nomial function of

An -expanded DDDis a multiroot shared DDD, where each
root defines a DDD—calledcoefficient DDD[31]—that repre-
sents or and common subgraphs among all the coef-
ficient DDDs are shared.

For example, Fig. 4 shows a seven-root-expanded DDD that
represents in (8). The DDD is constructed based on the
DDD definition and four construction rules with vertex ordering
, , , , , , , , , and . We can see that this represen-

tation exploits the sharing among different coefficients in both
the denominator and numerator of a rational polynomial func-
tion. In Fig. 4, 18 nonterminal vertices are used. In comparison,
without exploiting the sharing, a straightforward representation
of 17 product terms in both the denominator and the numerator
would require 46 vertices (exploiting the sparsity) and 170 ver-
tices (without exploiting the sparsity).
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TABLE I
EXAMPLE OF VERTEX ORDERING FORs-EXPANSION

IV. V ERTEX ORDERING AND CONSTRUCTION OF -EXPANDED

DDDS

In this section, we present an elegant algorithm for con-
structing -expanded DDDs that represent symbolic network
functions. The algorithm isimplicit in the sense that it con-
structs an -expanded DDD from the complex DDD, not from
the expanded symbolic expressions such as (8). The explicit
approach is computationally prohibitive for a large circuit since
the number of complex product terms can be exponential in
the size of a circuit and further the expansion of a complex
product term may lead to an exponential number of terms (e.g.,
ADG in our example leads to eight terms). In contrast, we show
that our implicit algorithm constructs, in time , an
-expanded DDD with no more than vertices, where
is the degree of the denominatorpolynomial of the transfer

function, is the maximum number of devices that connect to a
circuit node, and is the size of the complex DDD.

Similar to a complex DDD, the size of an-expanded DDD
depends crucially on the ordering of-expanded DDD vertices.
In this section, we first present such a vertex ordering heuristic
-ORDER that attempts to minimize the number of-expanded

DDD vertices. Our construction algorithm is then described
in two steps: vertex-expansion-EXPAND and -extraction
-EXTRACT. We note that the algorithm presented originally

in [31] for constructing -expanded DDDs can apply to any
vertex ordering. With the proposed vertex ordering heuristic
-ORDER, the construction described here is simpler, more

elegant, and its time and space complexities become easier to
analyze (Theorem 1).

A. Vertex Ordering

Let the vertices of a complex DDD be indexed from one to.
Let the symbol that corresponds to indexbe . We consider the
general case that entry in the circuit matrix, i.e., the label of
a complex DDD vertex with index, can be further represented
as a sum of terms

(9)

where
complex frequency variable;
integer representing the power of;
symbolic coefficient of power .

For example, for , we have
, , , , ,

, and . In general, if the MNA formu-
lation is used, can be zero or one. For the applications where

only expansion is of interest, we can lump those symbolic co-
efficients with the same together. Then, (9) reduces to

where and denote the lowest and the highest powers of,
respectively, such that . Note that
and are the maximum number of devices that connect to a
circuit node. For example, we can represent

as with
and . We choose to consider the more general case (9)
here so that the algorithm presented in this section is directly
applicable to other applications such as deriving interpretable
symbolic expressions [33] and analog testability analysis [26],
where certain individual circuit elements (e.g.,, ) are of
interest and should not be lumped together.

To ensure the labeluniquenessfor an -expanded DDD, it is
sufficient to assign each term in (9) a unique label. Thus, a total
of labels will be required for the-expanded
DDD. For our motivational example, ten labelsto are used
as shown in (7).

With this symbol labeling, vertex ordering for constructing
-expanded DDDs amounts to assigning an index to each term in

(9). We observe that the original complex DDD was constructed
with such a vertex ordering () that exploits as much subgraph
sharing as possible. For our motivational example, indices for la-
bels to as shown in Fig. 3 were chosen based on a heuristic
in [29], [30] that minimizes the number of complex DDD ver-
tices. Therefore, we would like to choose a vertex ordering for
the -expanded DDD so that the-expanded DDD inherits as
much sharing as possible from the original complex DDD. This
motivates us to assign term the following index:

(10)

We refer to the process of vertex ordering using this scheme
as operation -ORDER. Table I illustrates the use of-ORDER

for our motivational example, where rows 1 and 2 are com-
plex-DDD indices and labels as shown in Fig. 3, rows 3 to 5
describe , , and for each complex-DDD label and
the last row is the resulting-expanded DDD indices.

B. Operation -EXPAND

DDD operation -EXPAND is to replace a complex DDD
vertex into a cluster of -expanded DDD vertices. As il-
lustrated in Fig. 5, a complex DDD vertex with label

is expanded into new DDD vertices,
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Fig. 5. Illustration of the expansion of a complex DDD vertex.

Fig. 6. Illustration of vertex expansion.

labeled by , . The one-edges of all
these new DDD vertices point to child . The zero-edge
of DDD vertex points to DDD vertex
and the zero-edge of the last DDD vertex points to

child . For each new DDD vertex, its sign is the same as
that of the original complex DDD vertex.

For example, Fig. 6 shows the result of applying operation
-EXPAND to the DDD in Fig. 3. It can be seen that the new

DDD in Fig. 6 preserves all the sharing in the original complex
DDD.

We say that DDD1representsDDD2 if and only if for any
vertex in DDD2, there exists a vertex in DDD1 that represents
exactly the same symbolic expression.

Proposition 1: For a DDD that has vertices and each
DDD vertex label can be expanded as the sum of dis-
tinct new labels, operations-EXPAND and -ORDERconstruct a
new DDD with vertices that represents the original
DDD.

Proof: First, it can be seen that all the new DDD vertices
satisfy the following requirement:

index child index

and

index child index

Hence, the resulting graph by applying-EXPAND and -ORDER

satisfies DDD rules 2(uniqueness) and 3 (ordered). Followed
from the original DDD, two other DDD rules—1 (zero-suppres-

sion) and 4 (shared)—are satisfied, too. Thus, the new graph is
indeed a valid DDD.

Now we show that the new DDD represents the original DDD.
From the definition of DDDs, the original complex DDD vertex

with index represents the following symbolic expression:

label sign child Expr child Expr

As illustrated in Fig. 5, this vertex is expanded into vertices
. The root of the expanded DDD subgraph

created by operation-EXPAND( ) defines the following sym-
bolic expression:

child Expr label sign child Expr

label sign child Expr

label sign child Expr

child Expr

label label label

sign child Expr

child Expr label sign

child Expr

This is exactly what the original DDD vertex represents.
We note that -EXPAND invokes a local replacement operation

on each complex DDD vertex and none of the original graph
structure is changed. Therefore, the new DDD inherits all the
sharing from the original DDD.

C. Operation -EXTRACT

After vertex expansion, each DDD vertex is labeled by
. For the convenience of description, we refer to such

a DDD as aterm DDD. To construct -expanded DDDs, we
need to extract out from each vertex and keep only
as the label. We use label to denote and to
denote . We also assume that thepolynomial represented
by vertex can be written in the following expanded form:

where is either a symbolic coefficient expression or zero.
Suppose that we have derived-expanded DDDs for child

and child ; let them be denoted by and , respectively.
Then

label sign spower

Thus, can be created by a new DDD vertex with
label label , sign sign , its one-edge pointing to

spower , and its zero-edge pointing to .
For example, Fig. 7 illustrates this idea for the cases that
spower can only be 1, 1, and 0. Note that under the MNA

formulation, spower is 1 or 0.
The complete algorithm-EXTRACT is described in Fig. 8,

where GETVERTEX ( index , sign , , ) is a DDD
operation that returns a DDD vertex with indexindex , sign

sign , as its one-child, and as its zero-child [29],
[30]. Note that GETVERTEX ( index , sign , NULL, NULL)
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(a) (b)

(c)

Fig. 7. Illustration of s extraction. Admittance of (a) resistance, (b)
capacitance, and (c) inductance.

returns NULL, and GETVERTEX ( index , sign , ,
NULL) returns (zero-suppression). If a vertex with the same

index , sign , , and exists already, GETVERTEX

simply returns that vertex; this implements subgraph sharing.
To simplify the description of the algorithm, we useand

to denote the lowest and highest powers ofin the DDD
and we assume that all the vertices represent the polynomials
with the same lowest and highest powers of. In the imple-
mentation, each vertex has its actual lowest and highest powers
of ; they are calculated bottom up from terminals. In Fig. 8,
VERTEXZERO and VERTEXONE denote the zero-terminal and
the one-terminal, respectively.

Fig. 9 illustrates the application of-EXTRACT to the DDD
in Fig. 6. Ten major steps, each resulting from applying
-EXTRACT to a DDD vertex, are shown. The procedure is exe-

cuted bottom-up. For example, at level 1, vertexis -extracted;
at level 2, vertex is -extracted; and at level 10, vertex
is -extracted. It can be seen that the-expanded DDD shown
in Fig. 9 is the same as the-expanded DDD shown in Fig. 4
constructed directly from the expanded expressions.

We have the following result.
Proposition 2: Given a term DDD with vertices,

operation -EXTRACT constructs in time an -ex-
panded DDD with no more than vertices, where is
the maximum degree of thepolynomials that the term DDD
represents.

Proof: -EXTRACT performs a depth-first search on a
given DDD. Each DDD vertex will be visited just once and
-EXTRACT will be called times.
Consider each time when-EXTRACT is called. Let the max-

imum power of its representing polynomial function be. Then
precisely -expanded vertices will be created.

The total number of -expanded DDD vertices is thus

Since a hash table is used to keep track of the previous results,
if we do not count the hashing time (as commonly done in the
area of decision diagram research [5], [23]), the time complexity
of the algorithm is, thus, .

From Propositions 1 and 2, and noting that
, where is the maximum number of

devices that connect to a circuit node and-ORDER takes time
, we have the following main result.

Theorem 1: Given a complex DDD with vertices, its
corresponding-expanded DDD can be constructed by applying
DDD operations -ORDER, -EXPAND, and -EXTRACT in time

with no more than vertices, where is
the maximum degree of thepolynomial that the complex DDD
represents andis the maximum number of devices that connect
to a circuit node.

We can make the following remarks on algorithm-EXTRACT

and Theorem 1.

1) For a network function, the degree of its denominator
polynomial is always no less than the degree of its nu-
merator polynomial. Hence, for a complex DDD that
represents a network function,is the degree of the de-
nominator polynomial.

2) Under the MNA formulation as far as-expansion is con-
cerned, we can rewrite each matrix entry in the MNA cir-
cuit matrix in one of the following three forms:, , or

, where and represent the symbolic coefficients
of and and represent the lumped effect of those de-
vices connected to a circuit node. We call thiscompact
symbol representation. Then, is bounded by two, i.e.,

. For comparison, the case where each term in the
MNA matrix is represented as a distinct symbol is referred
to asfull symbol representation.

3) In the extreme case that all circuit parameters are numbers
and is the only symbolic variable, algorithm-EXTRACT

provides an alternative to the numerical interpolation
method [36]. In this case, operation GETVERTEX is
replaced by simple numerical calculation. The algorithm
takes time with .

V. APPLICATIONS OF -EXPANDED SYMBOLIC NETWORK

FUNCTIONS

In this section, we describe several applications of-ex-
panded symbolic network functions in the design of analog
integrated circuits. We note that the algorithm described in
previous section is sufficiently general to be applicable to many
other applications. For example, by keeping those circuit-el-
ement symbols of interest (instead of merging them as for
-expansion), operations-ORDER, -EXPAND, and -EXTRACT

are the foundation for deriving interpretable symbolic expres-
sions [33] and for analog-testability analysis [26].

A. Small-Signal Behavioral Modeling

An analog integrated circuit can be linearized at its operating
point and its small-signal behavior can be analyzed by solving
repeatedly (2) with and [36]. This is
generally a fast procedure since for each frequency point, only
one sparse LU factorization and substitution are required. How-
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Fig. 8. Derivation ofs-expanded DDDs bys extraction.

Fig. 9. Illustration of operations-EXTRACT.

ever, as in the context of design optimization or Monte Carlo
simulation for test generation, the procedure has to be performed
hundreds of thousands times; this can be time consuming.

With the derived -expanded expressions, the exact behavior
can be obtained by substituting numerical values for symbols
other than the complex frequency variable. The resulting net-
work transfer functions are rational polynomials ofwith nu-
merical coefficients. Evaluation of these polynomials can be ex-
tremely fast. In the context of statistical design, parameters with
variations can be kept as symbols while other parameters are
substituted as numbers. In the application of analog testability
analysis or fault simulation, only potentially faulty circuit pa-
rameters are treated as symbols. These lead to mixed symbolic
and numerical expressions.

B. Symbolic Pole/Zero Estimation

Symbolic expressions of poles and zeros of network func-
tions can help circuits designers gain the insight on the circuit
frequency-domain behavior and stability. It is unknown how a
symbolic expression can be derived for an arbitrary pole or zero
in the network functions. However, if a pole or zero is well sepa-
rated from the others, an approximated symbolic expression can
be derived from the-expanded network functions by root split-
ting ([16, Chapter 4], ).

Consider the following polynomial:

Under the assumption that the rootis well separated from the
other roots, i.e.,

Then, the root can be approximated as

Since roots for an up-to-fourth order polynomial can be obtained
analytically, this method can be generalized to derive approxi-
mate symbolic expressions for a cluster of up-to-four poles or
zeros as long as clusters are well separated from each other [11],
[12].

C. Symbolic Noise Evaluation

Noise in integrated circuits is caused by some random
physical phenomena, which lead to small current and voltage
fluctuations within circuit devices. The most important noise
sources in integrated circuit devices arethermal noise, shot
noise, and flicker noise [24]. In general, they are modeled
as current sources or voltage sources associated with various
devices in the circuit. Each of these devices may include several
noise sources due to different physical phenomena. The widely
used noise models for resistors, bipolar junction transistors
(BJTs), and metal–oxide–semiconductor (MOS) transistors can
be found in [25].

Mathematically, noise is characterized in terms of the power
spectral density in the frequency domain. The integration of the
noise power spectral density over frequency gives the total noise
power. Since all the noise sources are uncorrelated, their con-
tributions at an output can be calculated separately. Let
denote the transfer function from noise sourceto an output.
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Then, the noise voltage in the root mean square (rms) form at
the output is given by

(11)

is called the noise spectral density function, where
, is the imaginary number andis the real frequency

variable. With this, computing the noise spectral density func-
tion of an output amounts to symbolic computation and manip-
ulation of a set of transfer functions with different inputs and
the same output [17], [18].

We illustrate this multifunction computation process on the
simple resistance–capacitance (RC) filter circuit in Fig. 2. We
assume that the device noise is modeled by three noise current
sources , , and connected in parallel with resistors

, , and , respectively. The system of circuit equations
has been formulated in Section II. If we view each entry of the
circuit matrix as one distinct symbol, the resulting system de-
terminant and its DDD representation are shown in Fig. 3. Let
us consider the input-referred voltage noise at node 1. Then, the
three transfer functions associated with three noise sources can
be written as

Note that in addition to the system determinant ,
we need three minors of : ,

, and . In fact, minors
and already exist in , as shown in Fig. 10. To
represent , we need one extra DDD vertex. So, we end
up with only eight vertices to represent all the three transfer
functions required for representing the input-referred noise
spectral density for thisRC filter circuit.

After all the transfer functions required for a noise spectral
density are computed and represented by DDDs, they are trans-
formed into the -expanded form using-expanded DDDs and
each of them takes on the following form:

(12)

where and are rep-
resented by coefficient DDDs. Substituting (12) into (11), we
obtain the noise spectral density at output portas

(13)

Fig. 10. DDD representing noise transfer functions.

(a) (b)

Fig. 11. Input-referred noise model for an operational amplifier. (a) Noise
model for opamps. (b)V (f) = V (f) configuration.

We note that any noise source in aforementioned circuit
devices is either a constant or a reciprocal function of, i.e.,

, where is a constant. Hence, is still a ra-
tional function of . Therefore, the computation above can be
performed in two ways. First, squaring operation on a transfer
function can be implemented as a product of two DDDs. This
is a purely symbolic approach. Second, the numerical values of
the coefficients in each transfer function are computed by eval-
uating coefficient DDDs using DDD_EVALUATE operation [29],
[30]. This leads to an expression with only the frequency vari-
able as the symbol, This expression can be used for repetitive
noise evaluation or noise modeling for high-level noise simula-
tion.

D. Input-Referred Block Noise Modeling for High-Level
Simulation

Any noisy two-port circuit can be modeled by a noiseless cir-
cuit with two generally correlated input noise sources: a series
voltage source and a parallel current source [19]. The noise of
an operational amplifier circuit can be modeled by three noise
sources as shown in Fig. 11(a). For an operational amplifier with
the MOS field-effect transistor (MOSFET) input stage that op-
erates at not very high frequencies, the two current noise sources

and can be ignored.
The input-referrednoise voltage source can be gen-

erated automatically by DDD-based symbolic noise evaluation
described in Section V-C on the circuit configuration shown in
Fig. 11(b). Then, the generated combined with a noise-
less operational amplifier circuit can be used as an operational
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TABLE II
STATISTICS ON COMPLEX DDD AND s-EXPANDED DDD CONSTRUCTION

amplifier model for noise evaluation of circuits that contain op-
erational amplifiers as subcircuits.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The proposed algorithms have been implemented in a proto-
type symbolic analyzer for analog integrated circuits. The pro-
gram reads in the circuit description in the SPICE format and
uses SPICE to perform dc operating point analysis and to create
the small-signal models. Next the system of circuit equations
are set up based on the MNA formulation. With each nonzero
entry in the MNA circuit matrix viewed as a distinct symbol, the
complex DDD that represents a symbolic network function of
interest is constructed using algorithmDDD_OF_MATRIX from
[29] and [30]. Then, an-expanded DDD is constructed using
the algorithms presented in this paper. From the-expanded
DDD, frequency-domain simulation is performed by first evalu-
ating the coefficient DDDs and then calculating the response by
substituting just the frequency variable. Symbolic expressions
of dominant poles and zeros are derived based on the root split-
ting method. Small-signal noise analysis is also supported.

The program has been tested on a set of benchmark circuits,
including various filter circuits, MOS, and bipolar operational
amplifiers [30]. Statistics on these circuits, their complex DDD
construction, and -expanded DDD construction are reported
in Table II. For eachcircuit, columns 2 and 3 give the size of
its MNA circuit matrix size and the number of nonzeros
nonzero in the matrix. Statistics on complex DDD construc-

tion and -expanded DDD construction are collected in columns
4 to 7 and columns 8 to 13, respectively, where is the
number of product terms in the numerator of the transfer func-
tion, is the number of product terms in the denominator
of the transfer function, and is the size (number of ver-
tices) of the DDD representing both the numerator and the de-
nominator of the transfer function. The CPU time reported is in
seconds on an Ultra-SPARC-I workstation with 167-MHz clock
rate. For complex DDDs, it is the time of constructing complex
DDDs from circuit matrices. For-expanded DDDs, it is the
time of constructing -expanded DDDs from complex DDDs.

Fig. 12. Product term distribution of�A741 over power ofs.

The last two columns deg and deg denote the de-
grees of the numerator polynomial and the denominator polyno-
mial, respectively. Note that in Theorem 1 equals deg .

From Table II, we can make several observations.

1) For large circuits, product terms grow dramatically with
the size of a circuit, while the DDD sizes grow modestly.

2) For large circuits, -expansion, i.e., expanding complex
products terms into an polynomial, can lead to an
exponential number of -expanded product terms. For
example, the denominator of the transfer function for

A741 has 108 032 complex product terms. Expansion
of these terms leads to 7.77 -expanded product
terms. In Fig. 12, we draw the distribution of the number
of product terms over the power of. We can see that the
numbers of product terms in the coefficients of middle
powers of increase rapidly.

If each term in an MNA matrix entry is represented
as a distinct symbol (full symbol representation), the
number of expanded product terms increases much more
dramatically. For A741, a matrix entry typically has
three or four distinct symbols (three or four devices con-
nected to a node) with nine as its maximum. Using the
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Fig. 13. Product-term distribution of�A741 over power ofs for full symbol
representation.

full symbol representation, Fig. 13 shows the distribution
of the number of product terms over the power offor
the denominator of theA741 transfer function. We can
see a more than nine orders of magnitude increase in the
number of product terms in comparison with the results
in Fig. 12.

3) Despite the rapid growth of-expanded product terms,
the sizes of -expanded DDDs and the CPU time in con-
structing these -expanded DDDs grow very modestly.
For , the -expanded transfer function with 7.77

product terms in the numerator and 9.31
product terms in the denominator can be compactly
represented by a DDD with only 99 844 vertices. Even
if for the full symbol representation, where the number
of product terms grows by nine orders of magnitude,
the number of DDD vertices increases only to 297 115
(about three times of 99 844). The construction of
-expanded DDDs takes only a few CPU seconds on

an Ultra-SPARC-I workstation. This demonstrates the
superior expressive power of-expanded DDDs and
the efficiency of -expanded-DDD based algorithms for
symbolic analysis.

4) In fact, experimental results in Table II validates Theorem
1 for the case of compact symbol representation ( ).
Fig. 14 shows that the actual size of an-expanded DDD
is clearly bounded by .

With -expanded symbolic expressions, frequency-domain
simulation can be performed rapidly. This has been demon-
strated by experimental results in Table III. For eachcircuit,
-expanded_Evalis the CPU time used for calculating the

numerical values of coefficient DDDs in the resulting-ex-
panded DDDs and -expanded DDD is the CPU time used
for frequency-domain simulation, i.e., numerical evaluation of
the resulting -polynomials over 1000 frequency points. The
CPU time used by SPICE is described in column 4 (Spice).
We see that an order-of-magnitude speedup has been achieved
and furthermore the speedup usually increases with the size of
a circuit. We note that after DDD construction, DDD-based
frequency-domain simulation amounts topolynomial evalua-
tion. We used here a very naive nonoptimized implementation

Fig. 14. Sizes ofs-expanded DDDs versus sizes of the complex DDDs.

of polynomial evaluation; an optimized implementation of
polynomial evaluation can be much faster.

To illustrate symbolic pole/zero estimation, we consider
a simplified two-stage MOS operational amplifierTwoStage
taken from [16]. Its schematic is shown in Fig. 15. The transfer
function of interest is the open-loop voltage gain from input
node (positive input) to output node with node
shorted to the ground. The exact values of three poles are
described in Table IV.

Since three poles are far away from each other, the pole split-
ting method can be used to find the symbolic expressions for
these poles. The simplified expressions for the three poles ob-
tained by our program are as follows:

pole

pole

pole

Their numerical values agree with the results in Table IV.
Next, we evaluate the proposed DDD-based approach for the

noise evaluation of analog integrated circuits. Our program first
generates a single shared DDD that represents all the transfer
functions required for the representation of the output noise
power spectral density. To compare with SPICE, the numerical
values of noise sources from SPICE are taken and fed into our
program and the values of the output noise power spectral den-
sity are then evaluated. Table V summarizes the experimental
results for three circuitsmiller, Cascode, and A741. System

is the number of complex DDD vertices used to repre-
sent the determinant of the MNA circuit matrix.Total
is the total number of complex DDD vertices used to represent
all the required transfer functions in the noise spectral density
function. Columnconstructionis the CPU time used to construct
a shared DDD representing all the noise transfer functions for
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TABLE III
COMPARISONAGAINST SPICEIN NUMERICAL EVALUATION

Fig. 15. Simplified two-stage CMOS operational amplifier [16].

TABLE IV
POLES OFCIRCUIT TWOSTAGE

each circuit after the system DDD is built. Maxis the highest
power of frequency in both the numerator and denominator of
the derived spectral density function. Column DDD is the CPU
time used to evaluate the obtained spectral density function for
10 000 frequency points. ColumnSPICEis the CPU time used
by SPICE to perform noise analysis over the same number of
frequency points.

Finally, we perform system-level noise simulation of a state
variable filter circuit shown in Fig. 16. It consists of four iden-
tical operational amplifiers, which in turn are implemented by
a CMOS Cascode operational amplifierCascode. To compare
with SPICE, all the current noise sources in circuit devices were
taken from SPICE and fed into our program.

With the proposed DDD-based method, the exact voltage
noise spectral density function is first computed. It is then
used as the input-referred noise generator as shown in Fig. 11
together with noiselessCascodeto perform noise analysis on
the state-variable filter circuit. Fig. 17 shows the noise spectral
densities of the state variable filter circuit computed by SPICE
and by the proposed DDD-based method. It can be seen that
the results are identical. We note that the noise spectral density

calculation from the resulting symbolic expression took 0.03 s,
while SPICE noise analysis took 1.69 s.

VII. CONCLUSION

Symbolic network functions in the-expanded form provide
a complete small-signal characterization of analog integrated
circuits. With symbolic expressions, designers can gain insight
about how circuit parameters affect the circuit behavior and
create more innovative circuit architectures, while computers
can use symbolic expressions as behavioral models to speed up
repetitive numerical evaluation for what–if analysis and design
optimization. Unfortunately, symbolic analysis was known to
be computationally prohibitive and has been regarded as one of
the hardest problems. Despite many years of research, symbolic
analysis techniques are either applicable only to very small cir-
cuits or rely on simplification, which often ignores what could
be really important [18].

This paper introduced a new graph-based representa-
tion—multiroot DDDs—for -expanded network functions.
It was built on the progress and implementation experience
from BDDs for logic synthesis and formal verification [4].
Experimental results with a prototype symbolic analyzer
utilizing the proposed approach have shown that the exact
-expanded symbolic transfer functions for analog integrated

circuits such as A741 operational amplifiers can be generated
in a few CPU seconds on modern computer workstations.
The expressive power of multiroot-expanded DDDs is so
remarkable that for the first time, over 10product terms
have been successfully represented by a multiroot DDD with
less than 17 K vertices. Such a representation compactness
is achieved by exploring the expression sharing among both
the numerator and the denominatorcoefficients of symbolic
network functions. It is made possible by a vertex ordering
heuristic and an implicit construction algorithm for-expanded
DDDs developed in this paper. We proved theoretically as
well as validated experimentally both the space and time
complexities of multiroot -expanded DDD construction. We
demonstrated the advantages of applying-expanded DDDs to
frequency-domain simulation, pole/zero estimation, as well as
noise evaluation. The remarkable compactness of DDDs is fur-
ther demonstrated in the context of symbolic noise evaluation,
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TABLE V
STATISTICS OFNOISE ANALYSIS FOR ANALOG INTEGRATED CIRCUITS

Fig. 16. State-variable filter circuit.

Fig. 17. Noise spectral densities computed by SPICE and DDD.

where multiple transfer functions each being used for a noise
source in the circuit can be represented by a DDD with the size
comparable to that for a single or a few transfer functions.

We have demonstrated that repetitive numerical evaluation
with the derived -expanded symbolic expressions for fre-
quency-domain simulation and small-signal noise analysis can
be much faster than SPICE and the resulting expressions for
a circuit block can be used as behavioral model for high-level
simulation. We note that in practice, SPICE and SPICE-like
simulators are very fast already for frequency-domain simula-
tion and small-signal noise analysis. Therefore, the potential
impact of this paper’s contribution will mainly be in the area of
deriving interpretable symbolic expressions for analog circuit
characterization and in those applications where numerical
analysis is not viable. Some preliminary results on the further
applications of the algorithm described in the paper were
presented in [33] for deriving interpretable symbolic expression
and in [26] for analog testability analysis.
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